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far cry 2 is a linear first-person shooter game from the military shooter/action subgenre of games.
the game begins on december 8, 2008 in ryonggang province, north korea. the protagonist, jason

brody, is an american security expert who is accompanied by his friend and hired mercenary francis
delaney. the two work for an unnamed american company at the direction of colonel briggs, an

american. after a failed mission in which the two fight and betray each other, the two are captured
by pritchard, a mercenary affiliated with arms dealer viktor. the two are taken to a hidden camp full

of pritchard’s mercenary allies; eventually, delaney is murdered by pritchard. the next day,
delaney’s body is found and the cia and pritchard accuse each other of the murder. the two escape

and head south, hoping to find a safe passage out of the war zone. as they flee, they encounter
numerous gunfights and confront an organization known as the provider which is also involved in a
quest to secure their own freedom. the two are eventually separated, with briggs attempting to find

and kidnap jason. jason's escape is ultimately successful, and he ends up in an area of the african rift
valley. he gets dragged into a conflict among rival warlords. after a violent confrontation, he rescues
a crying baby girl whom he names lucy. the gameplay of far cry 2 is that of a first-person shooter set
in a fully interactive environment. players control the protagonist, a mercenary named jason brody.

the protagonist is set in the setting of a central african nation, a combination of different natural
environments including jungle, savannah, and desert.the architecture features a combination of

buildings, each with their own names and features, that is often filled with supplies and mercenaries.
this allows players to custom-build their own home base. a sniper rifle, hand grenade launcher, or
machine guns can be found in most buildings. players can enter new buildings by using the jackal-

supplied airplane. as with far cry 1, players can eliminate enemies in both single-player and
multiplayer modes using a variety of weapons, including machine guns, grenade launchers, rocket

launchers, sniper rifles, and flamethrowers. the setting of the game is a dangerous place with a lot of
human activity, like exchanging weapons, doing business, and engaging in firefights. this gives the
game a war-like vibe in which there is a lot of violence, but no actual war (which would make sense

in the setting). the game supports full automatic, semi-automatic and manual mode of weapon
action. when using the auto-fire feature, it is possible to plant a grenade or a mine underneath an
unsuspecting enemy. players can retrieve these items and use them at a later time. players can
move freely over long distances by utilizing a helicopter, and some buildings can be accessed by

boats. players can access their map using a combination of a sat-phone, a radio device, and a
compass, which appear during cutscenes or events.
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